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Company news  
 

Urban Logistics REIT (SHED, 170p, £552m)  

Specialist UK logistics real estate investment trust. HY (Sep) trading update. £103m of capital deployed or 

committed from July 2021 fundraising, across eight transactions, representing a 5.5% weighted net initial 

yield. Approx £50m of further investments are in advanced stages of contractual progress and are expected to 

be completed in the near term at a weighted average 6.2% NIY. A pipeline of over £400m of logistics 

properties identified, utilising the company's extensive proprietary network to source off market deals. The 

company has competed 15 new leasing events in the period, totalling 813,939 sq ft, generating an uplift of 

£1.6m in contracted rent. 99.4% occupancy across 91 logistics properties; rent collection over 99% for the HY. 

Outlook: “The logistics real estate sector continues to enjoy very positive market conditions in recent months 

with an ongoing supply and demand imbalance for suitable properties. We remain highly focused on our last 

mile, or last touch, strategy. Going forward, we will continue to focus on active asset management to drive 

capital value creation in the existing portfolio … [and] to create opportunities in accessing attractive off market 

deals at compelling valuations”. Move planned from AIM to a Main Market listing to further grow and diversify 

the shareholder register. HY results, 11 November. 
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Economic data 

 

Housebuilding volumes. Construction of new apartments slumped to their lowest proportion of total 

housebuilding for at least 15 years, according to new data for Q3 from the NHBC (link). Total registrations by 

NHBC members (comparable to government ‘starts’, but more up to date) rose by 14.2% Y/Y, but down by 

14.0% vs Q3 19. Within the figures, there was a marked slump in registrations for flats and big increase in 

houses, reflecting widely reported demand from homeowners for more space and some concerns about 

cladding. This is down from a peak of 53.1% in Q3 08 at the tail end of the buy-to-let boom, and, more 

recently, 38.5% in Q2 20, as the pandemic struck. The quarterly report, based on the NHBC’s warrantees, 

which cover 70 - 80% of total housebuilding output, also showed a 213% Y/Y increase in completions in Q2 21 

as developers raced to meet the Stamp Duty holiday deadline, but, encouragingly a relatively modest 

subsequent 7.9% Q/Q decline in Q3 - with both registrations and completions remaining more resilient than 

some observers may have expected. Viewpoint: This might mark a low point for apartments; some early 

evidence is emerging that urban regeneration and build-to-rent may support a modest recovery in their share 

of total production.  

 

 

In other news … 

 

Budget. The Treasury was leakier over the weekend than Manchester United’s defence ahead of Wednesday’s 

Budget/Spending Review. At least two of many Budget stories were relevant to construction. Chancellor Rishi 

Sunak is planning to detail plans in the Autumn spending review on Wednesday to pump £7bn in local 
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transport improvements in Midlands and Northern cities, ConstructionEnquirer.com (link). Government to 

announce nearly £2bn for 160,000 “greener” homes on brownfield sites (link, paywall). 
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